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Over the last decade, Zensar has transformed
from an undifferentiated staffing and
hardware support firm to a ‘full services’
technology and process solutions major with
an innovative and distinctive point of view.
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A caterpillar turns into a

chrysalis and then into a

full-grown butterfly. Even

as Zensar passed through

a record year at an

intermediate point in its

existence – the theme of

this year’s report – the

best is yet to come. 

Caution regarding forward-looking statements
This document contains statements about expected future events and financial and operating results of Zensar Technologies Limited, which are

forward-looking. By their nature, forward-looking statements require the Company to make assumptions and are subject to inherent risks and

uncertainties. There is significant risk that the assumptions, predictions and other forward-looking statements will not prove to be accurate. Readers

are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements as a number of factors could cause assumptions, actual future results and

events to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. Accordingly this document is subject to the disclaimer and

qualified in its entirety by the assumptions, qualifications and risk factors referred to in the management’s discussion and analysis of the Zensar

Technologies Limited annual report 2009-10. 

From 1,170

employees in 

2000-2001 to 

5,233
in 2009-10

Zensar in news
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Vision

Transformation partners to global

corporations. 

Corporate profile 

Zensar Technologies Limited is a globally renowned software and services partner

recognised by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR) for its

robust in-house R&D practices and an acknowledged  leader in innovation. Its services

range from the traditional to the transformational – enterprise product implementation

and hosting, business intelligence and data warehousing, collaboration and knowledge

management services, business process outsourcing and optimisation, remote

infrastructure management and testing, and the entire range of applications planning,

portfolio building, development, migration and support.

Locational spread 

With 5,233 associates and 300-plus customers, Zensar an SEI CMMI Level 5

company, enjoys a strong presence across the United States, Europe, the Middle East

and Asia-Pacific regions. The Company’s delivery centres are located in Pune

(Maharashtra), Hyderabad (Andhra Pradesh), Gdansk (Poland) and United Kingdom. 

Clientele

Zensar enjoys enduring relationships with global leaders like Cisco, the National Grid,

Marks & Spencer, Danaher Corporation, Electronics Arts and Logitech, among several

others. It handles 26 accounts with deal sizes between USD 1–5 million and six

accounts of over USD 5 million each. The Company extended from the

implementation of enterprise business solutions to positioning itself as a tier-I player in

the Oracle space the world over.

Highlights, 2009-10  

Gross revenue increased 5% from Rs. 908.08 cr in 2008-09 to Rs. 952.76 cr

Net profit increased 47% from Rs. 86.56 cr in 2008-09 to Rs. 127.56 cr

EPS increased 50% from Rs. 36.12 in 2008-09 to Rs. 54.23

Debt continued to be low at Rs. 44.68 cr; cash was in excess of Rs. 100 cr 

Added several new marquee customers, including two leading life insurance

companies in South Africa, one insurance company in the United Kingdom, two

utilities customers in the domestic market and an airline major in Australia, among

others 

Awarded Oracle Platinum status for world class solutions and services across

Oracle Application and Technology Products

Leveraging technology and processes to

help customers attain their goals. 

Mission

Turnover (Rs. cr)

952.76

Post-tax profit (Rs. cr)

127.56

Operating profit (%)

18

Return on capital

employed (%)

41

Dividend per share (Rs.) 

5.50

Book value per share (Rs.) 

152.81

Shareholder equity ratio 

0.14

Key financial 
highlights, 2009-10 
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For several years and more significantly

after the economic crisis, industry in

India has been focusing on improving

internal efficiencies and the need to

reduce operating costs. Most

organizations have put measures in

place that address the key issues of

optimisation of technology and

infrastructure, enhanced utilisation of

their workforce, wage moderation,

benchmarking processes and enhancing

operational efficiency. At the same time,

it has been encouraging to see that

companies have  also not lost sight of

the need for diversification into new

geographies, relatively untapped verticals

and deepening of engagements with

existing clients.

Clearly, the resilience of the IT sector

combined with robust business

practices, excellence in service delivery

and strong fundamentals have enabled

India to garner the largest share of the

global sourcing pie and maintain its

position as the world’s leading offshore

destination. It was expected that the

industry would not allow global

economic declines to affect its growth

story and I am glad that we have seen

reasonable growth in the last fiscal with

expectations of a progress to double digit

growth soon.

While these are certainly encouraging

trends, the IT-BPO industry needs to

gear up for fresh challenges and pitfalls

that are emerging on the horizon.

Concerns around increasing

unemployment in global economies

leading to protectionism, maintaining

India’s competitiveness and addressing

customer issues around risk

management are challenges that the

industry will need to focus on.

Any changes in demand calls for fresh

efforts and plans in collaboration with all

the stakeholders within the sector and

Zensar’s charter in IT-BPO industry’s

next phase of growth has been clear. In

the year that ended in March 2010, we

have chosen to deepen customer

relationships, reengineer structures to

maximise value and diversify our offering

and markets to become transformation

partners. The results have been

encouraging and Zensar has emerged as

a stronger organisation ready to enter the

next phase of significant growth.

I am confident that Zensar, with its

excellent customers, committed

associates and strong and stable

management team will continue to

deliver significant value to all its

stakeholders in the years to come and

will achieve every milestone in the

journey to success.  

Sincerely,

Harsh Goenka  

Statement from Mr. H. V. Goenka, Chairman

Chairman’s Note

“I am confident that Zensar,
with its excellent customers,
committed associates and
strong and stable management
team will continue to deliver
significant value to all its
stakeholders.”
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CEO’s Note
It was at the beginning of this decade that
a new entity was born in the Western
Indian city of Pune. In these ten years
thousands of Zensarians have ensured
that we find our place in the software
industry and become a star that shines
bright across five global delivery centers
and eighteen countries of operation. 

From one downturn in 2001 to another
that just ended in 2010, we have
demonstrated resilience and resolve that
has given us the confidence that the
excellent results we have achieved in the
last financial year are just the beginning
of what we believe will be an ongoing
journey of success.

The strong focus we have on innovation,
customer sovereignty and people
orientation has translated into excellent
business results. We have seen a strong
net income growth of Rs. 127.56 cr, a
47% y-o-y growth and revenue of 
Rs. 952.76 cr, a 5% growth y-o-y. This
year, we are focused on developing a
high growth strategy that will place us
among the top contenders for large deals
in IT and BPO by 2013. We are also
planning for an investment of over 
Rs. 400 crores for significant acquisitions
and there is a commitment to building
domain expertise and increasing the
width and depth of our offerings to align
more closely to the customer’s business
and make us a true transformation
partner to global corporations.

While our order intake from all key
global markets is today stronger than
ever, the growing adoption of IT and
BPO in business industry and
Government in our own country also
opens up various opportunities for us.
The opportunities in non-linear
Intellectual Property based models for
Retail and Healthcare, the ability to
reach out to underserved segments of
the manufacturing industry through
hosted solutions in a SaaS model and
the vistas of opportunity that the rapid
advances in Cloud Computing have
opened for us - all these and more will
be key additions to our services portfolio
in the coming year.

The strength of Zensar is the energy of
our teams and the Harvard Business
School case on Zensar's innovative
Vision Communities will be one more
recognition of this commitment. We are
delighted to be chosen by SAP, Oracle
and Microsoft, all global majors to be
their partner in many key markets. It has
taken ten years of chrysalis to build a
strong and distinctive company and now
we are in the process of redefining the
strategic imperatives for our business in
the years ahead and look to the future
with great confidence.

Sincerely,

Ganesh Natarajan

Statement from Dr. Ganesh Natarajan, Vice-Chairman and CEO

“The strong focus we have
on innovation, customer
sovereignty and people
orientation has translated
into excellent business
results.”
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Profile of our Management Team

From left to right

Prameela Kalive, Head, GTS (IMEA)  l Krishna Ramaswami, Head, Strategic Practices  l Ajay Bhandari, Head, Delivery

EAS (Oracle)  l J. Parthasarathi, Head, GTS (APAC)  l Ravi Ramanathan, Marketing Controller & Head (Japan)  l

Ramesh Kodali, Head, EAS (SAP)  l Sanjay Marathe, Head, Delivery, GTS and CTO  l Gopalji Mehrotra, Head, Human

Resources  l Hiren Kulkarni, Head, Business Process Outsourcing  l Nitin Parab, Head, Enterprise Application Services  l

Dr. Ganesh Natarajan, Vice Chairman and CEO  l Vivek Gupta, Head, Global Transformation Services  l

S. Balasubramaniam, Chief Financial Officer  l Vaijayanti Deshpande, Corporate Development Officer
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Board of
Directors

Geography Leaders

Mr. Harsh Goenka
Chairman

Dr. Ganesh Natarajan
Vice Chairman and CEO

Mr. Arvind Agrawal
Director

Mr. P.K. Choksey
Director

Mr. Venkatesh Kasturirangan
Director

Mr. John Levack
Director

Mr. P.K. Mohapatra
Director

Mr. A.T. Vaswani
Director

Nagan Raman
Head, GTS - Americas

Charles Lennard
Head, EAS - Europe and Middle East

Prakash Tripathi
Head, Sales and Marketing, EAS (SAP)

Gurdeep Grewal
Head, GTS - Europe

Ben Pastro
Head, Strategic Accounts, EAS (Oracle) 

Makoto Ogawa
Head, GTS - Japan
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Mr. Vivek Gupta, Head, Global Transformation Services

“Over the last 10 years, the GTS business has
transitioned from delivering robust technology
solutions to transformative IT solutions for the
enterprise. With next generation technologies
being embraced by our teams, our commitment
to build truly connected organizations for our
clients will see even more success in the
future.”

Hiren Kulkarni, Head, Business Process Outsourcing 

“We started the BPO business with a mission –
to make optimisation of processes our
watchword and become a true partner to our
technology units. We have proven that
capability time and again and will continue to
delight global customers with deep domain
skills and process excellence.”

Nitin Parab, Head, Enterprise Application Services

“The Enterprise business has become
one of the jewels in the crown of Zensar
– Platinum partner of Oracle, successful
SAP innovator and one of the fastest
growing BI practices in the industry!
And the best is yet to come…”
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Q. What factors grew Zensar?
A. The Company’s transformation was

influenced by the following:

First: OBT’s acquisition (2005) grew

our appetite for more acquisitions.  

Second: We acquired the US-based

USD 25 million ThoughtDigital

(2006), our first successful cross-

border acquisition. 

Third: We crossed Rs. 500 cr in

revenues (2006-07) through our

niche focus.

Fourth: We survived downturns on

account of our low cost structure. We

were among the few Indian IT

companies with no marked-to-

market losses. 

Q. What were the highlights of
2009-10? 

We reduced our debtors’ cycle from

80 days of turnover equivalent in

2006-07 to 61 days, among the

industry’s lowest. 

We finished the year with Rs. 130 cr

in cash and bank balances.

We were rated as the Best RPG

Company in October 2009 for the

first time. 

Mr. S. Balasubramaniam, Chief Financial Officer

“From 2000 to 2005, we added
Rs. 118.52 cr in revenues and
Rs. 14.92 cr in bottomline. From 2006
to 2010, we added Rs. 523.97 cr in
revenues and Rs. 93.63 cr in bottomline.
Accelerating our transformation.”
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Gopalji Mehrotra Head, Talent Management

“At Zensar, people and cultural
integration will be as critical as
business integration. Our
excellent associate engagement
and talent management will stand
us in good stead.”

Q. Acquisitions are becoming
more about people and culture
integration than valuations.   
Zensar is in its third growth phase after

survival and consolidation. In this

challenging phase, it would be

imperative to acquire and fast-track our

growth. While we scout for a sizable

cross border acquisition that will give us

even bigger scale, it will be as critical to

assess the people culture in our target

company and create systems for their

seamless integration. We will also need

to create an action plan for talent cross-

flow from Zensar to the acquired

company and vice-versa. 

Q. What are the various HR
activities at Zensar? 
In terms of core HR processes, we have

instituted the following initiatives: 

Mentoring: provides an efficient

channel to discuss professional

issues with a mentor

Critical talent management:

ensures retention of high-skill level

employees through various

initiatives; our critical talent retention

ratio has increased from 94% to

98% in two years 

Individual talent management:

focuses on individual career

development 

High potential identification:

provides special attention to retain

and promote those who can be

groomed for higher levels 

Career dialogue: articulates and

guides aspirations with the help of a

cross-functional senior management

team 

Q. What are your priorities
over five years? 
A. There are quite a few and they

comprise the following:

Create systems to enhance

‘automation’ in the recruitment

process

Enhance our training methodology

through e-learning and certification

programmes

Introduce an automated payroll

system in strengthening the

performance criteria for effective

compensation 

Create a fundamental change

through HR decentralisation by

creating credible talent and resource

owners at various levels 
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Zensar’s
tipping points

of success 

First tipping point, 2001:

The decision to focus on offshore

services and provide a consulting

edge to our portfolio. The first

Vision Community was formed. 

Second tipping point, 2004: 

The SBU-wise split of our business,

which enhanced focus, decentralised

decision-making, reduced costs and

enhanced our responsiveness to

evolving industry needs. 

Third tipping point, 2006: 

The commencement of tactical

acquisitions – first an SAP firm in

India, then a East Coast Oracle

Consulting house and then a Japanese

niche provider of high-end services.

Fifth tipping point, 2008: 

The creation of a pioneering first-

time-outsourcing (FTO) methodology,

later refined into an Impact Sourcing

idea that has helped us realise our

vision with many customers – to be a

true transformation partner business. 

Fourth tipping point, 2007:  

The success of our transaction

processing services served as a worthy

complement to our technology prowess

and powered a new mission to help

customers leverage technology and

processes to become more successful.
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“If I were to summarise Zensar’s transformation in a few

sentences, they would be: 

Dividend zoomed from 10% to 55% 

Turnover zoomed Rs. 70–80-cr to almost Rs. 953-cr 

Employee strength zoomed from 1,000 to over 5,000 

Employee nationality zoomed from one to 14 

Mr Pradipta Kumar Mohapatra has been on Zensar’s Board for

over a decade. 

At Zensar, we are proud of our rich legacy and diversity. In this

section we provide the story of our transformation through the ‘eyes’

of our various stakeholders – Board of Directors, Zensarians and

valued customers.   

“Low morale. Non-existent cash flows. Client dissatisfaction.

Cold times. The chapter of yesterday.

Cheerful community. Spirited members. Deep ethnicity.

Healthy balance sheet. High customer retention.

Shareholder delight. Business sustainability. The story 

of today.

Transformation summed up.” 

John Levack has been on Zensar’s Board for the last seven years

Stakeholders speak
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“I have loved every moment at Zensar and continue to have

the most amazing time in my career – starting as a

management trainee to now being part of the executive

leadership team in the UK, leading and driving growth

strategies for Zensar Europe.”  

Ravi Shetty has been with with Zensar for over 23 years

“Over these years, I have had the opportunity to work with several ‘top-of-the-class’ delivery heads and business development

managers, who have directly and indirectly transformed me to the professional I am today. Needless to say then that the key

enablers for this transformation have been the empowerment and the mentoring provided by the true leaders in this

organisation, with the 5-F mantra along with the organisational values forming the bedrock for growth. I look forward to

growing this organisation, strengthening its pillars, mentoring its talent and in the process growing myself.”

Vishwas Pitre has been with Zensar for over 15 years now

What’s in a name? ICIL transformed into Zensar in February.

2000, giving Zensar the mental tenacity to spread its wings

and fly on its own.

Ganesh mantra – Ganesh Natarajan joined as CEO in

February. 2001, the quintessential IT warrior, enabling Zensar

to align its operations to the market’s exacting expectations

Vertical inclination – The company re-organised along vertical

lines in 2003, enabling it to focus on key verticals where it

developed inherent strengths.

Getting the infrastructure right – Infrastructure Management

took off as a Practice in end-2006, thereby completing the

full spectrum of IT services offered by the company and

enabling horizontal integration

Coming of age – RPG group bought Fujitsu’s stake in March.

2007, thereby coming out of the Fujitsu shadow and

establishing itself in its own right.

Sreepal Menon has been with Zensar for over 12 years now

Top 5 turning points and their impact 

“Our manager asked me to fight like a warrior and till this

day I remember and follow the rules of the combatant

having the tag line ‘work is warship, so fight till you win!” 

Nabonita Roy has been with Zensar for five years now

“I have been working with Zensar over ten years in a variety of engagements, ranging

from application support and development services to business process outsourcing.

Having had extensive experience over the last decade in working with a number of

offshore service providers ranging from tier-1 to tier-3, I have found Zensar to be one of

the most customer-focused and responsive companies. Throughout the long partnership

with Zensar, there have been significant successes as well as challenges that have

required senior management intervention. However, without a doubt, the effort has

been worthwhile and has resulted in a successful outcome that has, and will underpin,

the continuing engagement and relationship between our two organisations.” 

Afsi Mobbaser, Laing O’Rourke, customer with Zensar

“Combining both

applications support and

infrastructure support

teams into one offshore

development centre has

proved to be very

successful, with both

teams working extremely

well together.”

Phil Harper, Fulcrum,

customer with Zensar for

seven years
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We believe in creating an inclusive

society within and around us and strive

to make a positive contribution to the

underprivileged communities by

supporting a wide range of socio-

economic, educational, health and

environment initiatives, many of which

are driven by active participation from

our people. The Zensar Foundation has

been implementing these initiatives for

over five years now and is in its next

phase of growth, consolidating its

operations and creating a comprehensive

model which will include primary

education for children and skill

enhancement and development among

youth to make them employable.

The Foundation’s vision going forward is

to leverage technology in education and

build a strong case of public private

partnerships (PPP) by working together

with different groups to strengthen the

knowledge eco-system across levels –

right from primary schools to colleges. 

Anu Aga (Member, Board of Trustees, Zensar Foundation) is Director of Thermax

Limited. She was recently awarded the Padma Shri by the Government of India.

“A socially-conscious Zensar
intends to climb to a higher
CSR league through
partnerships with credible
NGOs.”
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